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Agenda Item No:   

Committee: Overview and Scrutiny 

Date:  
7th February 2022 

 

Report Title: Fenland Community Safety Partnership Inc. CCTV Services 

 

 

1 Purpose / Summary 

The purpose of this report is to set out how the Fenland Community Safety Partnership 
(referred to as partnership) identifies priorities for Fenland. The report also details an up-to-
date performance picture for 2021/22 and includes the performance report relating to CCTV 
services for 2021.  

 

Key issues 

 

• The Fenland Community Safety Partnership develops projects from chosen 
themes over the financial year; these themes have previously been determined 
from quarterly strategic assessments. However, in 2019 the Office of the Police 
and Crime Commissioner (OPCC) requested as part of the funding given to the 
Council that the partnership adopts a new approach in determining its work 
strands. There was a reduction in funding from the OPCC, however, it was 
agreed this new approach would see a 2-year funding cycle rather than 1 year.  
This funding cycle was not renewed for 2021/22. However, the new PCC has 
agreed a funding settlement with the partnership for the period January 2022 to 
March 2025 which is subject of annual review and half yearly health checks. 

• For 2021/22 the partnership accessed a funding stream linked to the introduction 
of the Domestic Abuse Bill to support a Domestic Abuse Awareness Campaign 

• The partnership priorities remained aligned to the OPCC Police & Crime Plan 
with a primary focus on Domestic Abuse (DA) 

• Priorities  

o Priority 1: Offending 

Domestic Abuse – Increased awareness of what DA is, support networks 
and reporting options. 

o Priority 2: Victims 

Domestic Abuse – Increased awareness of what DA is, support networks 
and reporting options. 

Loan Sharks – Community awareness and confidence to report 

o Priority 3: Communities 

Domestic Abuse – Increased awareness of what DA is, support networks 
and reporting options  
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Community Volunteering – Increased awareness of volunteering 
opportunities across Fenland 

Cyber Crime - raising awareness of cybercrime, how to prevent and how 
to report. 

COVID19 – Supporting the County and District response to the pandemic 

 

 

• Performance Monitoring 

o The partnership continued to performance manage its activity through an 
action plan. The priority headings of the action plan being linked to the 
Police & Crime Commissioners Plan and focused on Communities, 
Victims and Offenders. The partnership believes these require a long-term 
strategy to ensure improvements are sustainable in the long term. 

o The action plan also reflects the statutory responsibility the partnership 
must deliver in respect of Domestic Homicide Reviews and subsequent 
recommendations from those reviews. 

o The CCTV service has maintained its 24/7 delivery requirement during 
2021 ensuring key targets have been met and maintained.  

 

                                          

2 Recommendations 

• That this report is considered, and the following is noted; 

o The current performance of the partnership for 2021/22 

o The CCTV performance report for 2021. 
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Wards Affected All 

Forward Plan Reference N/A 

Portfolio Holder(s) Cllr Andrew Lynn - Portfolio Holder for Licensing and 
Community Safety 

Report Originator(s) Alan Boughen – Community Safety Officer Fenland CSP 

aboughen@fenland.gov.uk   01354 602102 

Aarron Locks – CCTV Shared Services Manager 

alocks@fenland.gov.uk       07894 913503 

Contact Officer(s) Dan Horn – Acting Assistant Director 

dhorn@fenland.gov.uk        01354 622470 

Aarron Locks – CCTV Shared Services Manager  

alocks@fenland.gov.uk       07894 913503 

Alan Boughen – Community Safety Officer Fenland CSP 

aboughen@fenland.gov.uk   01354 602102 

 

Background Paper(s) Appendix A - FCSP Action plan 2021/22 

Appendix B - CCTV performance report 2021  

mailto:rmitchell@fenland.gov.uk
mailto:alocks@fenland.gov.uk
mailto:dhorn@fenland.gov.uk
mailto:alocks@fenland.gov.uk
mailto:rmitchell@fenland.gov.uk
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3 Background / introduction 

3.1 The Fenland Community Safety Partnership (partnership) is a statutory 
partnership that has been meeting regularly since 1998. Meetings are held 
quarterly every January, April, July and October. 

3.2 Statutory partners include. 

• Fenland District Council (FDC) 

• Cambridgeshire Constabulary 

• Office of the Police & Crime Commissioner (OPCC) 

• Cambridgeshire County Council (CCC) 

• Cambridgeshire Fire and Rescue Service 

• Cambridgeshire Clinical Commissioning Group 

• National Probation Service 

3.3 Non-statutory partners include. 

• Drug and Alcohol services  

• Clarion Housing  

• Fenland Youth Advisory Board 

• Voluntary Services  

3.4 The Partnership meets to set the strategic direction in relation to community 
safety issues. Each time the partnership meets, the chosen priorities are 
reviewed, and performance is recorded and assessed in detail through the 
partnership action plan. 

3.5 For the year 2021/22 the partnership has determined its priority work themes 
through the strategic steer and recommendations of the Countywide Delivery 
Boards which will drive Fenland related place based preventative work which 
is also closely aligned to the Police & Crime Plan of the OPCC. 

3.6 This approach continued to align the work of the partnership to the Crime Plan 
of the PCC and provided stability of strategic direction for the partnership 
despite the uncertainty of funding and expected change in PCC 

3.7 The partnership has had updates in 2021 from Mental Health Delivery Board, 
the Road Safety Partnership (Vision Zero), Cambridgeshire Skills, 
Cambridgeshire Children Services Transforming Lives Project (a diversionary 
project aimed at young people involved in, or at risk of involvement in, crime 
and ASB), and the Domestic Abuse & Sexual Violence Partnership is planned 
for early 2022 

3.8 Activity by the partnership to support the Fenland place based preventative 
work is recorded within the action plan.  

3.9 The continued impact of the COVID-19 pandemic has had an adverse impact 
upon delivery of some proposed activity. However, the use of technology has 
allowed the partnership to continue to deliver an effective service to the 
community of Fenland. 
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3.10 The partnership has continued to evolve whilst adopting the approach of 
delivering place based preventative work on behalf of the county delivery 
boards. 

3.11 The partnership concluded its role as county lead for Homelessness 
Prevention through its Trailblazer project. The focus of the project was to 
identify pathways for vulnerable and/or socially excluded people into housing. 
Whilst sharing best practise and success with other Cambridgeshire local 
authorities. 

3.12 The Trailblazer project had a delivery action plan and many of the recorded 
activities were considered best practise and have now become ‘business as 
usual’ through core homelessness functions of district authorities.  

4 Performance updates for 2021/22  

4.1 Below are the performance highlights for 2021/22. 

4.2 Although the action plan is divided into three headings it is recognised that 
most activities will impact across multiple thematic areas if not all 3. Especially 
so for the Domestic Abuse work. 

4.3 The public health pandemic has continued to influence how the partnership 
worked. However, by making best use of the technology available and by 
adopting safe working practises the partnership has been able to successfully 
deliver its key objectives as outlined in the action plan. The partnership is 
proud of the fact we have continued to deliver outcomes during these 
unprecedented times.    

4.4 Domestic Abuse 

• Community Engagement 
o There was a focus on improving awareness of DA across the 

whole of Fenland including the migrant population. 
o Working with partners from Cambridgeshire and Peterborough 

Domestic Abuse and Sexual Violence Partnership (DASV) and 
Refuge a community engagement delivery plan was devised. 

o This plan was designed to use existing work streams as well as 
seeking new opportunities. 

o Utilising the new A8 Independent Domestic Violence Advisor 
post holder 

o Opportunities identified were existing social media and press 
release opportunities and linking with places of work, leisure, 
health, children and adult services, faith groups, education, retail 
outlets large and small, and service providers such as hair 
salons.  
 

• Workforce Development 
o In partnership with Cambridgeshire and Peterborough Domestic 

Abuse and Sexual Violence Partnership (DASV) and Refuge, 3 
workforce development sessions will be delivered. 

o Two will focus on Domestic Abuse and Coercive Control (CC) 
whilst the third will focus on non-fatal strangulation  
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o The sessions are delivered for frontline professionals to develop 
their understanding of domestic abuse, coercive and controlling 
behaviour, reporting options and support networks and recent 
changes to legislation & policy 

o The first DA&CC session was delivered in December 2021 with 
57 attendees 

o The next session on Non-fatal strangulation is scheduled for 
February 2022 

o The impact of Covid-19 allowing, the last session of DA&CC in 
March 2022 is being aimed at those who work within Primary 
Care as well as recruitment agencies.  

 

• Health, Housing & Substance Abuse 
o Linking with Refuge and their new DA Health Outreach post 

holder 
o Fenland Housing Options team to work towards DAHA 

accreditation (Domestic Abuse Housing Alliance) 
o Assist staff to positively deliver safe and effective interventions 

when domestic abuse is identified. 
o Helps guide staff to adequately address the needs of survivors 

and hold abusers to account. 
o Development of working opportunities with Change Grow Live in 

relation to substance abuse links to DA and sign posting clients  
o Substance Abuse work force development session planned for 

February 2022  

 

• Domestic Homicide Reviews 
o The partnership is responsible for ensuring Domestic Homicide 

Reviews (DHR) are conducted in line with legislative 
requirements 

o One DHR relating to an incident in December 2018 was 
published following Home Office authorisation 

o Recommendations from this DHR have been reflected in an 
action plan which has been completed 

o A suicide related DHR received in March 2020 has been 
submitted to the Home Office for quality assurance 

o Recommendations from this DHR have been progressed whilst 
waiting the Home Office feedback 

o In May 2021 the partnership received two separate referrals 
from Cambridgeshire Constabulary of deaths which it was felt 
met the statutory guidance requirement for a DHR. 

o Following assessment and consultation with the DASV 
Partnership both deaths are subject of ongoing DHRs  
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4.5 Cybercrime and Scams 

 

• Workforce Development 
o Supported by Cambridgeshire Constabulary and 

Cambridgeshire And Peterborough Against Scams Partnership 
(CAPASP) a Cybercrime and Scams training session was 
delivered in May 2021. 

o The session was designed to improve knowledge of scams and 
cybercrime, prevention advice and reporting options. 

o Improving the scam/cybercrime knowledge of those who have 
closer contact with vulnerable groups  

o The event was delivered by video conferencing.  
o 40 frontline professionals from organisations across Fenland 

attended the session.  

 

4.6 Essentials by Sue 

• Essentials by Sue is a project to protect the dignity and comfort of 
young people and reduce crime in Fenland 

o The scheme was primarily aimed at the secondary school age 
group and the four district academies were key to the scheme’s 
success 

o 10 other publicly accessible locations operated as donation 
centres 

o The COVID pandemic has had a significant and lasting impact 
upon the viability of the donation centres 

o The four academies have continued to operate and provided 
services during lockdown and have become very much self-
sufficient. 

o The Government introduced ‘Period product scheme for schools 
and colleges’ during 2020 

o The partnership will have ongoing annual contact with the four 
participating academies, offering support and guidance where 
necessary. 
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4.7 Substance Abuse 

 

• Street Drinking and Associated ASB – Wisbech 
o The Licensing Team and Community Safety Team combined 

their action plans to create one over-arching plan for Wisbech. 
o Street Drinking partnership meetings are now held immediately 

following the Relevant Authority Officers meeting to ensure 
effective use of time and resources. 

o There continues to be a low number of community reports to 
police, and partnership performance data indicates the 
continued improved situation following the introduction of the 
PSPO. 

o It is recognised the lockdowns, social distancing and 
accommodating homeless people during the pandemic has had 
a positive influence. 

o The pandemic has also had an adverse impact upon the ability 
of support services to provide substance abuse ‘outreach’ 
activities.   

o The easing of lockdown restrictions hasn’t led to an increase in 
reported or observed street drinking  

o The closure of an unauthorised encampment did lead to reports 
of alcohol related ASB in Carlisle Gardens which was quickly 
resolved. 

o Performance charts reflect the period from January 2017 
o Key dates in this period are 

▪ October 2017 – Introduction of alcohol related PSPO 
▪ January 2020 – Introduction of CCTV shared service 
▪ October 2020 – PSPO renewed 
▪ May 2021 – Start measuring CCTV reports to police 

o Performance data continues to be low, as does community 
reporting. Both of which are reflected in the downward trends 
seen in following charts. 
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Police Incident Reports - Street Drinking - Jan 2017 to Dec 2021 

Peckover Ward Medworth Ward Clarkson Ward

Linear (Peckover Ward) Linear (Medworth Ward) Linear (Clarkson Ward)
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4.8 Loan Sharks 

• Awareness Project 

o In partnership with England’s Illegal Money Lending Team, 
project was delivered in the Summer of 2021 

o Three schools involved were from areas of high deprivation or 
their pupils from deprived areas. 

o Orchards and Ramnoth in Wisbech along with Burrowmoor in 
March 

o Education through an art project  

o Wider awareness campaign across all of Fenland 

o Build upon the success with phase 2 in 2022 

o Phase 2 has a focus on encouragement to save 

 

 

 

4.9  CSP Community Survey 

• Safer Wisbech 

o Survey identified a pattern of community concern from 
residents and visitors 

o Disproportionate number of people felt less safe than the 
other 3 towns 

o Partnership sub-group established  

o Action Plan headings of Communities, Prevention and 
Reassurance being developed 

o December 2021/January 2022 bespoke community survey to 
develop more understanding   
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4.10 Community Volunteering  

• Volunteering Opportunities 

o Community volunteering interest increased following first 
lockdown in 2020 

o Gathered list of groups/organisations which will accept 
volunteers 

o Dedicated webpage - 
www.fenland.gov.uk/article/15823/Volunteering-Groups 

o Broken down into categories 

▪ Children & Youth 

▪ Community Organisations 

▪ Community Safety 

▪ Community Support 

▪ Community Transport 

▪ Environmental 

▪ Historical Interest 

▪ Road Safety 

 

Videos mentioned above are available at - 
https://www.youtube.com/user/FenlandCouncil 

 

 

5 You Said - We Did  

5.1 Please see the below table detailing the 'you said, we did' approach from the 
previous Overview and Scrutiny meeting in 2021. 

You Said We Did 

CSP Funding – summarise 
funding history, do partners 
contribute financially?  

Funding historically was provided to FDC via 
County Council through a central government 
community safety grant.  At the introduction of 
the Police & Crime Commissioner (PCC) the 
funding was transferred to the PCC to 
distribute. The Council has subsequently 
received funding each year from the PCC 
except the period April 2021 – December 31st, 
2021. Funding has now been secured up to 
2025 through the PCC as stated earlier in this 
report. 

http://www.fenland.gov.uk/article/15823/Volunteering-Groups
https://www.youtube.com/user/FenlandCouncil
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Community Engagement 
Videos – Improve Viewing 
figures 

There have been some more community 
awareness engagement videos produced 
during 2021.  

Modern Day Slavery, Child Criminal 
Exploitation, Road Safety and Loan Sharks to 
name a few.  

Link = https://www.fenland.gov.uk/csp  

The link is always made available through 
social media channels of the partnership and 
wider partners.  

The webpage link and videos are always 
promoted in the quarterly newsletter. 

Despite the efforts viewing figures as stated 
on You Tube is disappointingly lower than 
we’d like. 

https://www.youtube.com/user/FenlandCouncil 

 

Street Drinking – Relaxing 
lockdown and retaining 
focus 

There has been a retained focus on the levels 
of street drinking, related ASB and community 
impact. 

This is mainly managed through partnership 
meeting such as the Relevant Authority 
Officers meeting and Street Drinking 
Partnership meeting. 

The relaxing of lockdown and social distancing 
guidance hasn’t led to an increase in reported 
or observed street drinking related ASB. 

Overall a downward trend continues across 
the town and in the three hotspot locations. 

Evidence of a retained focus includes the work 
to support community concerns regarding an 
illegal encampment on private land which 
involved alcohol related ASB and the 
response to ASB within Carlisle Gardens 

 

Police Online Reporting – 
Improve community 
messaging 

All town & parish councils were contacted 
asking for contacts with producers of parish 
newsletters/magazines. 

Five parish magazines (Elm, Wisbech St 
Mary, Manea, Leverington and the Fens 
Magazine) agreed to print a media release 
originally authored by Cambridgeshire 
Constabulary. 

https://www.fenland.gov.uk/csp
https://www.youtube.com/user/FenlandCouncil
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The Constabulary have continued to promote 
contact methods through their media releases. 

Contact options are always contained in our 
quarterly Newsletter 

 

 

 

6 Coronavirus Pandemic 

• Community COVID-19 Hub 
o Fenland community COVID-19 Hub successfully launched at 

time of first lockdown. 
o Hub has continued to be available to the community 
o Since its introduction on the 25th March 2020, there has been 

circa 2500 requests for service. 
o Signposting has been given to services available such as 

provision of food items, running of errands, medical support, and 
social chat to reduce isolation. 

o Access to hub services has continued to be available throughout 
the pandemic. 

o The demand during the second national lockdown increased to 
its highest level since the first national lockdown with up to 41 
requests for support in one week.  

 

7 Tackling Anti-Social Behaviour (ASB) 

• CSP Problem Solving Group  
o Partnership meeting discusses and agrees interventions for 

significant issues of vulnerable people, victims, perpetrators, 
problem families, groups, and locations. 

o Chatteris Youth ASB 
▪ Police led intervention 
▪ Perpetrators and families engaged with   
▪ Wider partnership approach to prevention 
▪ Youth provision set up in Chatteris 

o Inspiration House 
▪ FDC led intervention 
▪ Victim liaison and support 
▪ Supported and encouraged landowner to take 

appropriate action 
o Wisbech Youth Crime/ASB 

▪ Joint FDC/Police led intervention 
▪ Open criminal investigations 
▪ Agreed wider partnership intervention plan 
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8 2022/23 Priority Themes  

8.1 The FCSP will support the new Police Crime & Commissioner Crime Plan for 
the period 2021 to 2024 

8.2 The partnerships primary driver from the plan will be Putting Communities 
First. The police and other partners listening to the public and working with 
them to act on their concerns and supporting them to assist themselves. 

8.3 The partnership will continue to offer support to the County Thematic Delivery 
Boards and as statutorily required, seek direction from an annual strategic 
assessment. 

8.4 For full information on current Partnership projects please see the 2020/21 
action plan at Appendix A. 

 

 

9 CCTV performance report for 2021 

9.1 At the Overview and Scrutiny panel meeting on the 2nd June 2014 an update 
relating to CCTV services was requested alongside the Fenland Community 
Safety Partnership performance update. 

9.2 Quarterly CCTV stakeholder meetings and third-party visits to the control 
room has not physically taken place due to the COVID-19 pandemic and 
social distancing requirements. However, a remote meeting was held during 
August 2021 where a full and comprehensive update was provided to all 
partners via Teams.  

9.3 Members will be aware that the Council commenced a phased 
implementation to a shared service with Peterborough in April 19 by sharing a 
CCTV manager who then worked to deliver a single control centre for both 
areas in a new state of the art facility which was formally opened in February 
2020.  

9.4 The CCTV shared service has maintained its 100% service function across a 
24/7 period – the CCTV service is the only Council service that is delivered 
across 24 hours a day, 365 days a year, and even with the pressures of the 
COVID-19 pandemic, has been able to maintain this vital service delivery for 
both councils with no loss of service to date.  

9.5 Since April 2021 (April to December), the CCTV service has been able to 
respond to 1,067 incidents across Fenlands four market towns including 
incidents relating to criminal damage, violent crime, illegal drug use, 
possession of weapons and theft. 

9.6 As a result, CCTV intervention and support has led to 85 arrests being made 
by Cambridgeshire Police. This highlights the work CCTV services do to 
support the Council and partners in responding to crime and disorder and 
helping to make our communities safer and reduce the fear of crime. 

9.7 The CCTV service also continues to be proactive in delivering services that 
help reduce crime and disorder and anti-social behaviour by delivering regular 
camera patrols of Fenland’s four market towns and other key locations. Since 
April 2021 the CCTV team have delivered 3,691 patrols. All patrols are 
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conducted across the 24/7 period ensuring that no matter what time of day 
and night, our local communities are being protected and that any issues or 
concerns are being identified as early as possible. 

9.8 The CCTV service also provides the Council’s ‘out of hours’ telephone contact 
service for homelessness, stray and lost dogs, cleansing incidents, dangerous 
buildings and structures, environmental complaints, to name but a few areas. 
Since April 2021, the CCTV service has responded to over 352 calls for 
services from our telephone contact service, including supporting our local 
community with COVID-19 advice and signposting for support where the 
person was identified as vulnerable or shielding.  

9.9 The CCTV service continues to operate under its business continuity plan, 
which has been in operation since mid-March 2020, to ensure CCTV 
delivered services are protected as much as possible during the COVID-19 
pandemic going forward. 

9.10 For full information on CCTV performance relating to 1st January 2021 to 31st 
December 2021 please see the CCTV performance report at Appendix B. 

10 Effect on corporate objectives 

10.1 The work of the Fenland Community Safety Partnership contributes to the 
Environment corporate priority and demonstrates an excellent partnership 
ethos for the Quality Organisation priority 

11 Community impact 

11.1 The broad work of the Fenland Community Safety Partnership has an impact 
within Fenland communities through reducing crime & anti-social behaviour, 
reducing the fear of crime, improved public perceptions, and building 
community cohesion. All these outcomes contribute to making Fenland safer 
and stronger.  
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Fenland Community Safety Partnership 
Partnership delivery plan  

01 April 2021 – 31 March 2022 
 

 

Strategic Themes  
 

Supporting Victims 

 

Reducing Offending 
 

Support Communities 
 

                                                                      
 

 
The Community Safety Partnership plan – Is developed to identify and tackle behaviours, locations and trends which have a detrimental effect on 
the quality of life for Fenland residents the plan is designed to react to new emerging issues and address long term problems  
 
What are you trying to achieve? 
How will that goal be reached? 
How will you demonstrate success? 

 
 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

ACTION PLAN PERFORMANCE  

Key 
 

 
 

Progressing well and on target: minimum risk of failure 

 
 

Requires intervention to ensure target is met: small-medium risk 

 
 

Needs urgent intervention to ensure project progresses: medium-high risk 
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Supporting victims  

Priority 
 

Action Outcome Target Milestone Lead 
Officer  

Progress narrative / Risk RAG 

Domestic Abuse 

 

 

This work stream sits 

across all priority 

areas of Victim, 

Offender and 

Communities. 

Improve awareness of 

Domestic Abuse 

amongst front line 

professionals, 

volunteers, and 

community groups. 

Increased awareness of signs 

& symptoms of domestic 

abuse by those who have 

regular and frequent contact 

with community members. 

 

Increased knowledge of 

support networks and 

reporting options to support 

those who are suspected at 

risk of DA or are identified 

victims of DA. 

Annual 

workforce 

development 

session. 

 

Community 

awareness 

raising through 

engagement 

and social 

media. 

  Update for 17/07/2020 

A workforce development session is planned for November 2020 and this will also 

include relevant recommendations from the most current DHR. 

The Covid19 crisis does mean the previous format of delivering development sessions 

may not be feasible due to social distancing requirements.  

However, IT options are being trialled and if everything works okay video conferencing 

facilities will be used.  

 

Update for 22/10/2020 

Workforce development set for 24th November and will be hosted using TEAMs. DASV 

and Refuge have again agreed to support this and they will cover recommendations 

from the most recent DHR. 

 

Another recommendation from the same DHR has seen a support list circulated 

amongst frontline professionals. The document provides details of agencies who 

operate in or cover Fenland and can help and support victims. 

DASV Support 
Fenland July 2020.docx

 
Details have also been circulated to partners through both the CSP and PSG about the 

DA Disclosure Scheme. 

 

Update for 28/01/2021 

Community Engagement and Workforce Development sessions held on 10th November 

and 24th November 2020 respectively. 

The county DASV Partnership & Refuge supported both events. 

The community engagement session has had 150 views in the first 6 weeks. The 

workforce session was attended by 24 people. 

Both these sessions were conducted during the time of the National Domestic Violence 

Awareness campaign which was also supported by social media messaging.  

 

Update for 29/04/2021 

Plans are in place for another work force development session in the autumn of 2021, 

this will be linked to the new DA Bill and alcohol influence within DA. 

Social Media messaging has continued to raise awareness within the community. 

The community engagement session with DASV and Refuge continues to be available 

on the internet and there has been further promotion of its availability. 

 

Update for 22/07/2021 

 

Plans are in place for development of some bespoke work to be completed during the 

period of August 2021 to March 2022. Subject areas will include improving 

knowledge/confidence within the migrant population of the signs relating to DA, how to 

report and seek help. Substance abuse as a contribution toward DA. How perpetrators 

can self-refer and DAHA accreditation. A meeting with key partners is scheduled for 

early August to begin developing an action plan.    
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DA Project 

 

Heading: Training and empowering professionals in domestic abuse and the referral process 
 

Priority 
 

Action Outcome Target Milestone Lead 
Officer 

Progress narrative / Risk RAG 

In partnership 

with the DASV 

partnership, 

deliver 3 WFD 

sessions  

Working with IVA 

service and the DASV 

partnership identify 

subjects to be covered 

in these sessions with a 

focus on supporting the 

migrant community. 

 

 

 

 

Confirmation of subjects to be 

covered in the training.  

 

Development of 

Training Plan 

 Rosie 

Cooke  

Vickie 

Crompton 

IDVA’s 

September 2021  

WFD sessions to be delivered between January - March 2022.  

Topics to include: 

• Respect: Pathways for Perpetrators self-referral 

• Non-fatal Strangulation 

• Links to Drug and alcohol abuse 

• Child to parent abuse 

 

 

Working with IDVA 

service and DASV 

identify other 

partners/roles to deliver 

the sessions. 

Confirm DA WFD delivery 

partners. 

DASV 

Refuge 

IDVA 

DA Health 

Outreach? 

 Rosie 

Cooke 

October 2021 

Partners from Refuge and the Cambs & Pboro DASV Partnership will support delivery of 

the 3 sessions. 

 

 

 

 

Identify target audience 

and coordinate training 

sessions 

DCF, GP services, recruitment 

agencies, Rosmini, Ferry 

Project, RSL, PSH providers, 

A8 communities) 

  Rosie 

Cooke 

October 2021  

14/10/2021 - There has been a good response from the target audience with 

representation from a wide range of frontline staff. The November session is fully 

subscribed. Target audiences of GP’s and labour providers will be a focus for the March 

session.  

 

December 2021 

Plan to encourage attendance from Fenland GP practices, recruitment agencies and 

frontline statutory & third sector organisations.  

This is to widen the reach and increase reliance within these organisations to identify 

DA and signpost victims for support.  

 

 

 

Delivery of WFD 

session 

3 sessions to be delivered to 

cover DA, Coercive Control 

and Non-Fatal Strangulation 

DCF, GP 

services, 

recruitment 

agencies, 

Rosmini, Ferry 

Project, RSL, 

PSH providers, 

A8 

communities) 

 Rosie 

Cooke 

DA & CC Session November 2021 

November 2021 

11/11/2021 - DA Workforce development awareness session scheduled delivered in 

partnership with DASV and Refuge. 59 Attendees have booked onto the training 

session. 

December 2021 

11/11/2021 - DA Workforce development awareness session was delivered to 57 

frontline professionals and included RSL’s - Clarion, Sanctuary, Ferry Project ,CHS, CSH 

Housing, Accent-Nene, CCC family Workers, FDC staff, Ferry Project and CGL. 

 

Non-Fatal Strangulation Session February 2022 

November 2021 

Non-fatal Strangulation WFD session confirmed for 03/02/2022 with DASV, trainer 

Vickie Crompton.  

December 2021 

Non-fatal Strangulation WFD session, CSP promoted and opened for bookings. There 

are now 30 frontline professionals booked onto this training session. 

 

 

DA & CC Session March 2022 

December 2021 

2nd Domestic Abuse & Coercive Control WFD session confirmed for 24/03/2022. This 

session will include a targeted promotion to include Fenland, GP practices, recruitment 

agencies and frontline statutory & third sector organisations. 
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Increase Community Awareness of Domestic Abuse as well as Confidence to Report and Options to Report 

Priority 

 

Action Outcome Target Milestone Lead 

Officer  

Progress narrative / Risk RAG 

Communication 

with both local and 

migrant 

communities 

across Fenland. 

In partnership with the 

IDVA Service, DASV 

Partnership & Refuge 

identify what 

opportunities already 

exist to communicate 

with the local and 

migrant communities. 

To extend reach of DA 

messages to the migrant 

community. 

Deliver DA 

communication 

campaign. 

 Rosie 

Cooke 

September 2021  

 

A8 Awareness Materials Meeting  

Meeting held with Rosie Cooke, Amanda Warburton, Alina Jablonske and Karolina 

Sanko.  

We discussed the three actions below and developed an awareness action plan. 

• identifying existing opportunities, 

•  looking at how these can be developed to support the DA campaign and 

identifying  

• new opportunities within Fenland to meet the recommendations from the DHR. 

 

 

Develop those existing 

opportunities to 

improve the reach 

amongst the 

community. 

Collaborate with existing 

contacts working with 

migrant community and 

expand leads 

Identify most 

effective 

communication 

methods. 

 Rosie 

Cooke 

September 2021  

Communication action to include 

• FDC & partner social medial comms & local newspapers. Workplaces, leisure Gyms, 

health, children and adult services, faith groups, Sticker for Toilet doors in large 

retail outlets, smaller European shops, hairdressers, schools. 

December 2021  

See entries below which evidence the communication options used. 

  

 

Link in with social media 

pages for A8 

communities locally 

 

Find out the Facebook, 

Twitter and Instagram 

pages 

 

Use identified social media 

routes for promoting DA 

awareness. 

  Amanda November 2021 

• AB has forwarded details of an EE Facebook page that RC will approach to share DA 

awareness details with during the start of the DA awareness campaign in December 

2021. 

• Alina has contacted the Lithuanian community Wisbech Lietiviai Facebook Group. 

Alina has spoken to them and requested their help us in spreading awareness to 

their community. They are happy to support the CSP DA campaign. They have 

shared the DASV DA poster on their Facebook page.  

 

December 2021 

 DASV DA information in Polish and Lithuanian on social media. 

 (1) Cambs DASV | Facebook   (20) CambsDASV (@cambs_dasv) / Twitter 

 
 

 

 Connect with churches 

 

Speak with priests 

Engagement with religious 

groups who cater for A8 

population. 

  Karolina  

and Alina 

October 2021 

Lithuanian priest on board, Alina sent him Lithuanian Language poster to display  

 

November 2021 

The Lithuanian priest, Petras Gucevicius, delivers services to the Lithuanian and Polish 

community at Our Lady Church Wisbech. Next to Rosmini.  He has displayed Posters 

and will signpost to support services for DA if approached for support with DA by the 

people who attend his services. 

 

December 2021 

Rosie Cooke has contacted the following churches who have agreed to support the 

campaign. These churches attract a large congregation from the EE communities and 

have agreed to display posters to support our DA Campaign.   

 

• The Parish of Our Lady of Good Counsel Catholic Church 8 St Johns Road, March, 

PE15 8RJ & St Peter 

• St Peter and St Paul Church, Chatteris Market Hill 

     Chatteris Cambridgeshire PE16 6BA  

• Whittlesey Catholic Church St Jude The Apostle Church, 

      3 Station Road, Whittlesey, Cambs., PE7 1SA 

 

 

December 2021 

Churches have been sent hard copies of DA resources. Posters/stickers include those 

supplied by DASV Partnership and those printed specifically for this campaign.  

      

https://www.facebook.com/CambridgeshireDASV/
https://twitter.com/cambs_dasv
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 Connect with A8 schools 

 

Link with schools who 

cater for pupils from 

Fenland 

Raise awareness of DA and its 

impact in a age related way 

appropriate to target 

audience. 

  

 

Aggie, 

 Karolina 

October 2021  

A8 Schools that include intake from Fenland villages/towns 

• Huntingdon Polish school agreed to support – Krystyna Rudkowska tel. 

074462936484 email biuro@pssh.co.uk  

• Amanda (DASV) sent new poster direct to school  

• Links were made with the Polish school in Huntingdon as there are Polish children 

and families from Chatteris and March in Fenland that attend this school. 

 

Polish School Wisbech 

November 2021 

The local Polish school in Wisbech at the Rosmini centre has been contacted and 

agreed to display our posters to share with parents along with the A5 leaflets for 

friends and families. 

 

December 2021 

Schools have been sent out hard copies of DA resources. 

 

 

 

 

 

 Link with community 

groups 

 

Community Connector 

in Fenland 

 

   Alina 13th October 2021] 

Alina met with Lithuanian community to discuss DA campaign and gained support for 

the CSP campaign in sharing key information. 

 

 

 Myth buster 

communications 

 

Posters on specific 

issues: 

Immigration status 

affected if report 

Finance/housing 

Children’s social care 

Not a private/family 

issue 

Not just physical 

violence 

 

 

Look at options to lower 

perceived barriers victims 

may feel prevents them 

reporting DA to authorities. 

  Amanda/D

ASV  

October 2021 

Amanda has created a new poster created with OPOKA helpline and web address to be 

shared with partners and community organisations.  

November 2021 

Myth Busting Posters are being developed and will be shared within Fenland with 

employers and community venues. 

 

December 2021 

OPOKA  - - is a Polish organisation that helps women and children in the Polish 

community affected by domestic violence. DASV recognise that the Polish community 

trust and engage well with this OPOKA and have included their helpline number in 

posters that have been used in the Fenland DA campaign.  Please follow this link to 

the OPOKA website: Opoka  Helpline number 0300 365 1700. 

 

December 2021 

Adverse impact of reporting DA due to immigration status. 

 

Vickie and Amanda discussed the myth-busting posters and couldn’t come up with 

anything suitable – we can’t say that your immigration status won’t be affected or that 

social care won’t be involved with your children because both of these things could 

happen.  We didn’t think a poster saying it might not happen would be very reassuring.   

 

Although this area was discussed and decided that this would not be pursued, the DA 

campaign will continue to provide materials about the different types of DA abuse and 

reach out to A8 communities through workplaces and within the community. 

 

The A5 leaflets for friends and families identifying DA abuse gives information provide 

some myth busting content around identifying DA behaviours.  

 

 

mailto:biuro@pssh.co.uk
https://www.opoka.org.uk/
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 Friends and Family 

 

Flyer aimed at friends 

and family to highlight 

3rd party reporting. 

 

Improve confidence to report 

DA  

  Amanda/D

ASV 

October 2021  

Rosie & Amanda liaised on a print run from DASV for Fenland. 

 

Rosie Cooke will distribute in December 2021 & January 2022. 

 

November 2021 

The A5 flyers have now been received, will be used during the awareness campaign. 

December 2021 

 Community Safety have compiled a list of community centre, venues and employers 

and is mailing out to key partners in the community in December 2021 & January 

2022. 

 

December 2021 

20/12/2021 Flyer aimed at Family & friends sent out to community centres, Polish 

educational locations and libraries. 

 

 

 

 Stickers 

 

Get stickers out again – 

toilet doors in 

community centres, 

supermarkets, 

workplaces 

 

Increase community 

awareness and confidence to 

seek support/report 

  Amanda 

DASV / 

Rosie 

October 2021 

Amanda has sent over sticker template/RC to arrange print run.  

 

November 2021 

RC has contacted large major employers with a large EE workforce, supermarkets, 

pubs and community centres in Fenland to gain support to display stickers in English 

and Eastern European languages in Toilets, we have 44 Fenland organisations signed 

up to support our DA campaign.  

 

December 2021 

• Reprographics are now working on their production. 

• Toilet door stickers these have now been sent out along with the DASV posters to 

major employers, pubs, supermarkets and libraires, in English, Polish, Lithuanian 

and Romanian. 

 

 

 Bright Sky app 

 

Promote 

Increase awareness of Bright 

sky app to victims of DA. 

DCF, GP 

services, 

recruitment 

agencies, 

Rosmini, Ferry 

Project, RSL, 

PSH providers, 

A8 

communities) 

The app will 

be promoted 

to partners 

throughout 

the DA 

campaign. 

 

Amanda/ 

Rosie 

Link to 

Police  

Comms 

October 2021 

Police receive DA training on induction and promote Bright sky to DA victims within 

their first contact visit. 

 

November 2021 

Bright sky app has been promoted to frontline professionals during DA training on 

11/11/2021.  The promotion of this app is restricted to frontline professionals, as it 

would be dangerous if easily identified by perpetrators.  This is not suitable for wider 

promotion. 

 

December 2021 

Bright Sky 

BS will be repromoted on 03/02/2022 and 24/03/2022 at DA training sessions with 

frontline professionals. 

 

 

 Sports clubs 

 

Talk to football clubs 

linked to Polish schools. 

 

To raise awareness of 

reporting and support. 

Identify clubs 

and supply DA 

awareness 

resources 

 Rosie November 2021 

Contact has been made with sports organisation in Fenland including to share 

information about DA resources.  

 

 

 

 

 A8 country’s stance on 

DA 

 

Research awareness in 

A8 countries to see if 

we can use/link to 

groups and share news 

stories 

 

   Amanda October 2021 

Amanda looked but didn’t find anything useful that it was thought would be beneficial 

to the Fenland Campaign. 

 

November 2021 

It was hoped that their maybe some initiatives in A8 countries that we could have 

tapped into, but this was not fruitful.  

However, this has driven the work in Fenland to directly connect with the A8 

community in workplaces and in through trusted Fenland community organisations that 

they are already familiar with. 
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 Perpetrator messages 

 

Respect in other 

languages? 

 

White Ribbon? 

 

   Rosie 

/Amanda 

November 2021 

DASV supported the white ribbon campaign during its November 2021 through social 

media with FDC and other Fenland organisations.  

 

 

 

 Outreach support 

 

Discuss with Refuge, 

especially those with 

language difficulties 

 

 

Improve access to multi-

lingual outreach workers 

  Rosie November 2021 

Outreach Support  

This is provided through Refuge, who are linked in with access to interpreters and work 

inclusively around cultural sensitively, breaking through the barriers to provide support 

to victims who are not fluent English speakers. 

 

December 2021 

Refuge access interrupters to support DA victims through their support journey. 

Outreach staff can access as required.  

 

 

 

 

 Partners 

 

Share plans with 

partners and ask to 

support, display posters 

etc 

 

 community 

centres, 

supermarkets, 

hairdressers,  

Doctors’ 

surgeries 

chemist 

workplaces 

schools 

 

 Amanda 

 

  

 Awareness raising of the 

Respect programme. 

 

Improve awareness of 

respect programme across 

Fenland 

 

 

 

 

  Rosie 

Cooke 

 

 

October 2021  

• Respect Programme, YMCA are leading on managing and delivering the Respect 

programme.  

• DASV Champions Session November 2021  

• Workshop on child to parent advice from the child’s perspective in partnership with 

YMCA & Respect.   

• Child to parent abuse | Parental Education Growth Support (PEGS) 

(pegsupport.co.uk)  

• Forensic Child and Adolescent Mental Health Services … 

      https://www.gmmh.nhs.uk/fcamhs   

 
November 2021 

The Family Respect project is part of a larger domestic abuse programme across 

Peterborough and Cambridgeshire which is being funded by the Home Office and 

delivered by YMCA Trinity.  

 

The programme in its entirety has three strands which focus on: stalking and 

harassment, healthy relationships, and child to parent abuse.  

 

The Family Respect project is being led by YMCA Trinity Group through collaboration 

with The Police and Crime Commissioner for Cambridgeshire & Peterborough, and 

Respect UK. The Family Respect project focuses on working with children and young 

people aged 10 to 16 years of age, who display any abusive behaviours towards their 

parents and carers, and other people in their family. The focus is to support families 

who are experiencing child to parent abuse with a particular focus on working with the 

child or young person to facilitate change and growth within the family as a wider 

system. 

 

 

https://www.pegsupport.co.uk/
https://www.pegsupport.co.uk/
https://www.gmmh.nhs.uk/fcamhs
https://www.gmmh.nhs.uk/fcamhs
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To make a referral please get in touch by emailing familyrespect@ymcatrinity.org.uk 

or by calling Melanie Khan (Family Respect Project/Service Manager) on 07771357187. 

 

 

DASV Champions Session November 2021 

Workshop on CPA from the child’s perspective in partnership with YMCA & Respect.  

 

Child to parent abuse | Parental Education Growth Support (PEGS) (pegsupport.co.uk) 

Forensic Child and Adolescent Mental Health Services … 

https://www.gmmh.nhs.uk/fcamhs 

 

November 2021 

22nd November 1-2pm and 23rd November 10 - 11am ** Extra session ** on Working 

with Children using abusive behaviours against their parents.  The sessions included a 

presentation from Respect & YMCA about the new programme starting in 

Cambridgeshire & Peterborough  

 

 

 Work with partners to 

include  

Male  

Self-referral for 

perpetrators with 

Substance and Alcohol 

Abuse. 

   Rosie 

Cooke 

October 2021  

• DASV  

DASV provide signposting to support for male DA perpetrators on their website. 

• CGL 

Self-referral options available into CGL services for perpetrators. 

 

Both services will be promoted in the media campaign starting in December 2021. 

 

 

 

 

Substance Abuse and Links to DA 

Priority 
 

Action Outcome Target Milestone Lead 
Officer 

Progress narrative / Risk RAG 

Ensure frontline 

substance abuse 

support services 

are linked to 

appropriate DA 

Support services 

and referral 

options 

RC to work with Jennifer 

Prikockis from CGL to 

understand current 

situation.  

To map out the current 

identification and 

referral/support in place. 

CGL Meeting 

Meeting booked 

with Jennifer 

Prikockis 

booked for 

07/09/2021 

Meeting with 

CGL 

completed. 

Rosie 

Cooke 

07/09/2021 Meeting CGL - Jennifer Prikockis 

• CGL have robust DA support and referral pathways in place. Staff inductions include 

DA training and shadowing DA Champion and attending MARAC. 

 

• CGL work closely with DASV and the IVDA service to provide frequent DA & DASH 

training for their staff. 2 DA sessions delivered this year with another 4 scheduled. 

Training includes DASH assessment and safety planning with IVDA’s. 

 

• CGL’s have several DA champions who regularly attend DASV meetings. 

 

 

 

 Work with Jennifer 

(CGL) and DASV 

partnership to identify 

any new opportunities 

for development.  

 

Increase range of translated 

DA materials and 

new outreach opportunities 

for Refuge  

 

Communication 

and access to 

refuge services 

can be 

supported 

 

Refuge 

outreach 

sessions 

agreed. 

 

Jennifer 

Prikockis 

 

Amy 

Graham  

 

September 2021 

CGL – Hosting Refuge drop-in sessions  

Domestic abuse drop-in at CGL Wisbech as an on-going service to CGL users. 

 

November 2021 

Update has been requested from Jennifer Prikockis 

 

December 2021 

Translated Materials - CGL, access translated materials from DASV website to support 

their work around DA issues. Hard copy posters and the Toilet door stickers have been 

sent to CGL to use within their building. 

 

Refuge Drop-in sessions 

 Drop-in sessions not commenced due to staffing issues. The benefit of holding these 

sessions will offer direct information and build a relationship of trust with CGL service 

users, both victims and perpetrators. The drop-in group may identify vulnerable CGL 

service users who may be at risk or need support. 

 

 

https://www.pegsupport.co.uk/
https://www.gmmh.nhs.uk/fcamhs
https://www.gmmh.nhs.uk/fcamhs
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How can the CGL 

migrant outreach team 

support this process. 

Translated Domestic abuse 

information including new 

myth busting flyer.  

 

Extend range of 

translated 

materials and 

access to 

Refuge for CGL 

clients. 

 

CGL hosting 

and 

promoting 

Refuge drop-

in service 

and 

translated 

DA advice 

and support 

materials  

Jennifer 

Prikockis 

September 2021 

Myth Busting - CGL identified fear of repercussions connected immigration status if DA 

reported and lack of knowledge about housing and benefit advice for people leaving a 

domestic abuse situation.   

 

November 2021 

CGL - will display myth busting posters once available and are CGL hosting and 

promoting Refuge drop-in service and translated DA advice and support materials 

 

December 2021 

DASV examined the viability of a Myth Busting leaflet around the identified fear of 

repercussions connected immigration status if DA reported and lack of knowledge 

about housing and benefit advice for people leaving a domestic abuse situation.  This is 

not going ahead, and it is not possible to promise their immigration status will not be 

raised has an issue etc.  

 

Support with benefit applications and housing advice is already provided and part of 

the support services  already in place through DASV, Refuge and FDC Housing Options 

team for victims of DA. 

 

December 2021 

CGL have a wide a range of DASV posters and information available to their service 

users and regular risk assessments rake place with service users to identify risk. 

 

 

 

 DA Champions sessions 

in October will be about 

substance misuse and 

links to DA 

 

CGL DA Champions attend 

October 

  Vickie 

Crompton 

Julia 

Cullum  

September 2021  

19/10/2021 DASV Champions Session – Child Parent Abuse, Substance Misuse, 

Stalking awareness, included in this session 

 

October 2021 DASV Champions Session 

 CGL presentation including information about CGL procedures, DASH assessments and 

referrals into MARAC. 

 

November 2021 

November session will include Working with Children using abusive behaviours against 

their parents.  The sessions include a presentation from Respect & YMCA about the 

new programme starting in Cambridgeshire & Peterborough. 

 

The DASV Champions sessions was attended by 64 DASV Champions across Fenland. 

 

January 2022 

This session will include OneVoice4Travellers talking about their DA work in 

Cambridgeshire and Caroline Bull linking with the Health IDVAs to talk about DA and 

Pregnancy 

 

• 18th January 10.30 - 12.30 

 

• 20th January 14.00 - 16.00 

 

• 26th January 13.00 - 15.00 

 

 

 Alcohol and Substance 

abuse WFD session that 

will identify links to DA. 

 

 

Identify target audience  Schedule and 

coordinate 

training 

sessions 

 Rosie 

Cooke 

Bex Poser 

Joe Keegan 

September 2021 

WFD Training - Booked with CGL and Joe Keegan 10/02/2022  

 

December 2021 

Training session for the 10/02/2022 has been promoted and has 26 frontline 

professionals booked on.  
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 Myth Busting 

Leaflet/poster – re 

domestic abuse and 

where to seek help – 

messages to go onto 

social media 

 

   Rosie 

Cooke  

Amanda 

Warburton  

September 2021  

This has been discussed during the A8, existing resources identified and myth busting 

material is being developed.  

 

December 2021 

See above entry regarding Myth Busting – Not applicable 

CGL access existing resources from DASV to share DA support information with service 

users. 

 

 

Housing 

Priority 
 

Action Outcome Target Milestone Lead 
Officer 

Progress narrative / Risk RAG 

DAHA 

Accreditation by 

FDC Housing 

Options Team  

Understand 

process/criteria for 

accreditation. 

Attain accreditation. FDC to meet 

criteria 

 Rosie 

Cooke 

October 2021  

In the summer the council signed up and in turn gave our commitment to achieve 

DAHA accreditation for our Housing Options Team. 

 

The first stage was to attend a 12-week training course with colleagues nationally from 

a range of councils and organisations. 

 

The accreditation covers the following areas which contain multiple sub sections that 

we are required to evidence and demonstrate that our services meet the required 

standards:   

 

• Policies and procedures 

• Case management 

• Risk management 

• Inclusivity and accessibility 

• Perpetrator management 

• Partnership working 

• Staff training 

• Publicity and awareness 

 

The accreditation is expected to take approximately 2 years+ to achieve and will be 

externally assessed. There is an emphasis that rather than solely meeting the criteria, 

that new ways of working are embedded.   

 

We have formulated an action plan that is being taken forward by the Housing Options 

Team Leader and the Housing & Communities Manager.  The plan includes assistance 

from front facing council services, HR, Community Safety and a range of partners. 

We are currently undertaking specialist domestic abuse training and to updating our 

Adult Safeguarding Policy. 

 

 

 DASH training delivered 

to Housing Options 

staff. 

    October 2021  

• DASH Training 

DASV have now scheduled DASH Training for FDC Housing options frontline workers for 

22/10/2021. Once delivered, housing options staff will be able to complete DASH 

assessments to manage risk better and improve partnership working. 

 

November 2021 

All 7 of the housing team staff have completed their DASH training.  

 

December 2021 

If refreshers are required as part of the accreditation criteria this will be scheduled in 

as necessary.  
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 To enquire on current 

levels of DA training to 

RSL employees 

Clarify current DA training for 

RSL’s Clarion 

Accent-Nene 

Sanctuary 

Ferry Project 

CHS Housing 

RSL’s access 

DA training 

through 

safeguarding 

boards  

Update in 

training 

 

Increase in 

RSL’s and 

health 

accessing 

specialist 

domestic 

abuse 

services 

Rosie 

Cooke 

October 2021  

• 12/10/2021 Meeting with DASV and Refuge  

• RSL’s access DA training via the safeguarding boards, including annual refresher 

training. Additional training is available through CSP work force development 

sessions 

• DA Champions sessions 19/10/2021 Training on Child to parent abuse/Substance 

Abuse and Stalking 

 

 

November 2021 

The November WFD session had attendees from the following housing providers: 

Clarion, Sanctuary, Ferry Project, CSH Housing, Accent-Nene.   

 

December 2021 

Bookings for the DA training sessions scheduled for 2022 have representation from the 

RSL’s mentioned above for all three training sessions. 

 

 

 

 To provide training 

Options 

 

  Safeguarding 

training links 

provided. 

 September 2021  

Safeguarding Boards run the DA training - has been shared with RSL’s. 

Multi-Agency Safeguarding Training | Cambridgeshire and Peterborough Safeguarding 

Partnership Board (safeguardingcambspeterborough.org.uk) 

 

 

 Consult with DASV on 

available training. 

  Amanda 

Warburton – 

provided 

information 

and links to 

share with 

RSL’s 

 September 2021 

Safeguarding Boards DASH presentation with guidance -has been shared with RSL’s. 

PowerPoint on how to complete a DASH for people who need a refresher or who need 

to complete one and haven’t been able to attend the training yet  

Welcome to Cambridgeshire DASV Partnership (cambsdasv.org.uk) 

 

 

        

Health  

Priority 
 

Action  Outcome Target Milestone Lead 
Officer  

Progress narrative / Risk RAG 

Refuge Outreach 

working with 

Health. 

What does this look like 

in Fenland? 

Opportunities to 

develop. 

 

 

 

 Understand current 

workstreams and 

communication between 

health and specialist DA 

services. 

Refuge to 

identify new 

development 

opportunities  

Increased 

Engagement 

Achieved 

with primary 

care 

providers, 

including 

GPs, 

Pharmacists 

an Opticians.   

Rosie 

Cooke 

 

 

 

 

 

September 2021  

CSP meeting with Refuge - meeting booked for 10/09/2021 at 14:00 with MG and RC. 

Meeting with refuge and CSP took place on 10/09/2021. 

• Engagement with health ‘Mail Out’ completed to all GPs in and pharmacies and 

opticians.     

• Cambridgeshire Safeguarding Nurse 

• Refuge is now working with the lead safeguarding nurse for Cambridgeshire.  

• Working in partnership with IDVA’s 

• Refuge is working with the health IDVA’s to ensure continuation of support, IDVA 

before victim discharge from primary care. To provide continuation of service. 

Share information with GPs and provide on-going victim support. 

 

 

 

 Refuge to increase the 

amount of Domestic 

abuse health outreach 

workers in Fenland 

To identify funding for health 

DA outreach post. 

  

 

To secure 

funding for DA 

health outreach 

post. 

DA Health 

Outreach 

worker 

Fenland/Hun

ts now 

recruited. 

 

Mandy 

Geraghty 

September 2021 

• Funding from the Cambridge innovate and cultivate fund to recruit a DA health 

outreach worker for Fenland  

• DA Health Outreach worker recruited - Amy Graham Health Outworker Refuge for 

Fenland. 

 

December 2021 

We have had 18 referrals so far from health care professionals.  

 

 

https://scanner.topsec.com/?d=1978&u=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.safeguardingcambspeterborough.org.uk%2Favailabletraining%2F&t=c0124432e6ca2935f315703c2b63a06381dff409&r=show
https://scanner.topsec.com/?d=1978&u=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.safeguardingcambspeterborough.org.uk%2Favailabletraining%2F&t=c0124432e6ca2935f315703c2b63a06381dff409&r=show
https://scanner.topsec.com/?d=1978&u=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.cambsdasv.org.uk%2Fwebsite%2Ftraining_presentations_for_professionals%2F502658&t=3535bc1ff3a7a30f3f8e76888eb6cbfb98b364cd&r=show
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 Refuge to provide DA 

training to at least 60 

health professionals. 

Identify target audience and 

coordinate training sessions 

To increase 

number of 

health 

professionals 

completing DA 

training. 

 Mandy 

Geraghty 

September 2021  

• DA Training for Health Professionals 

• DA Training offered to primary care & CGL – this will be updated in October 2021. 

 

November 2021 

An update has been requested from Refuge. 

 

December 2021 

We are currently working on the training now with the IDVA’s, 

20 professionals attended. Refuge completed training with CPFT around 20 

professionals attended. 

Additional 57 attendees DASV & Refuge training sessions delivered for Fenland CSP. 

 

 

 Refuge to offer a drop-

in service to CGL. 

CGL accept offer of DA drop-

in sessions, 

Provide access 

to DA support 

and build trust 

with CGL client 

Base. 

Refuge 

Drop-in 

service has 

been agreed 

to be 

delivered 

within CGL 

building. 

Mandy 

Geraghty 

September 2021  

• CGL - Refuge drop-in sessions  

• DA drop-ins are now being delivered at CGL Wisbech as an on-going service to CGL 

users. 

 

November 2021 

Refuge continues to provide drop-in sessions within the CGL building, an update on the 

progress has been requested from Refuge and CGL. 

 

December 2021 

Update from Aimee Graham Interim Deputy Manager  

“We have not yet started the CGL drop ins due to low staffing, however now we have 

more staff this is something that I am looking into starting in the new year.  

 

 

 Increase the number of 

referrals to specialist DA 

services 

Refuge to receive 100 

referrals from health 

professionals Engagement of 

GPs using specialist DA 

services.  

 

Develop 

existing referral 

pathways 

Referral tool 

developed 

for social 

prescriber’s 

webpage 

Mandy 

Geraghty 

September 2021  

• DA Information shared with primary care 

Mail out to all GPs in and pharmacies and opticians    

• Refuge professional’s referral tool 

Social prescribers – Refuge referral button, now forms part of NHS social prescriber’s 

webpage. 

 

November 2021 

An update on the progress has been requested from Refuge. 

 

December 2021 

There have been 18 referrals so far from health care professionals. 

 

 

 

        

Reducing Offending in Fenland  

Priority 

 

Action  Outcome Target Milestone Lead 

Officer  

Progress narrative / Risk RAG 

See DA Project 
above 
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Support safer and stronger communities  

Priority 

 

Action Outcome Target Milestone Lead 

Officer  

Progress narrative / Risk RAG 

Drug & alcohol 

abuse and the 

community  impact 

(Q3 18/19  

Strategic 

Assessment)  

     CSP Meeting held on 31st January 2019 at which the Q3 strategic assessment was 

presented and discussed. 

 

Street drinking and associated ASB, the PSPO and resulting community concern in 

Wisbech was determined to be the most pressing aspect of substance abuse within 

Fenland. 

 

The recommendation relating to convening a professional’s workshop to consider and 

develop a partnership approach to deal with Education, Diversion and Enforcement was 

considered appropriate. 

 

Consultation with and involving key community stakeholders was also considered to be 

relevant to understand what stakeholders feel the specific issues are, the impact and 

the solutions. 

  

 

        

Wisbech Street 

Drinking & 

Associated ASB 

Deliver a partnership 

workshop to examine 

the street drinking 

situation within Wisbech 

using the O’SARA 

problem solving model. 

Partnership action plan 

following the Prevention, 

Intervention, Enforcement 

model. 

An agreed 

partnership 

action plan 

Delivery of 

workshop. 

 

Agreed 

partnership 

action plan. 

Alan 

Boughen 

Update for 25/04/2019 

 

Workshop is being held 16th May 20-19 at the Boathouse, Wisbech. Key stakeholder 

partners have been identified and notified of the planned event. Partners are primarily 

from those services considered to be front line. Whether this is enforcement, diversion, 

education or victims. 

 

Update for 18/07/2019 

 

Workshop held on Monday 20th May. Those attending included representatives of FDC, 

Police, county Council, CGL, Ferry Project and Sun Network. A draft action plan has 

been developed which has been shared with those in attendance. Other than the need 

for some small changes the action plan reflected the outcome of the workshop. 

The next phase is to seek partnership commitment to deliver against the plan and 

develop a process to monitor and record inputs/outcomes. 

 

 

Update for 31/10/2019 

 

Partnership discussions were held on 12th September 2019 involving CGL, County 

Substance Abuse leads, FDC teams Licensing, StreetScene, Community Safety and 

Housing. 

 

Agreement in principle was found for a staged response to multiple breaches of the 

PSPO where education and diversion were the priorities before enforcement. This 

process requires reviewing by FDC legal team and has been requested. 

It was also agreed to try and re-kindle the joint partnership ‘recovery walks’ involving 

CGL and Central and Eastern European Homelessness Project (CEEHP) – Wisbech 

outreach workers. This is being progressed by CGL staff based at Wisbech and staff 

overseeing the CEEHP. 

 

The CSP ISA has been circulated amongst partners involved in the work. 

All members felt there was a need for regular round the table discussion; the next will 

be during the 1st week of November. ECINs is to be used. 

Work is ongoing to bring this all together and recorded within an action plan. 
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Update for 30/01/2020  

 

Third meeting of a partnership approach was held on 20/12/2019. These meetings are 

subject of minutes and actions. All meeting notes and actions are filed on the 

respective ECINs case. Next meeting scheduled for early February.  

Through use of information from street cleansing staff which includes details about 

alcohol litter deposits and ASB activities the group are identifying potential hot spot 

locations for patrol activity which is shared with all partners involved. 

Data from police, CCTV and CGL outreach work indicates a continued reduction in 

street drinking. 

 

 

Update for 17/07/2020 

 

The initial street drinking action plan has been combined with an action developed 

solely for tackling licensing issues and especially those related to off sales premises in 

Wisbech. This element of work was a critical part of the action plan and combing both 

plans will improve efficiency and effectiveness. 

Another change to improve effectiveness and efficiency is to hold the meeting of the 

Relevant Officers Group and the street drinking in tandem. 

 

Closed Action Plan 

 

Street Drinking - 
Action Plan - Original May 2019 Closed June 2020.doc

 
Combined Action Plan 

Combined Street 
Drinking Licensing AP Start 062020.doc

 
 

Update for 22/10/2020 

 

At the meeting on the 18/08/2020 the joint action plan was agreed as appropriate and 

will be used as the basis for future meeting agenda. 

 

Update for 28/01/2021 

 

The alcohol related PSPO’s for Wisbech have been extended for a further 3 years 

following the legally required review. The new Order is for a further 3 years until 

October 2023. 

Partnership meetings continue to provide a focus on street drinking and associated 

ASB. The COVID-19 pandemic has led to a reduction in the number of incidents being 

reported by the community and observed occurrences of street drinking by partners. 

This reduction is very likely to reflect the COVID-19 accommodation support provided 

to vulnerable people. 

The fewer street drinkers being observed and the need to comply with social distancing 

requirements has meant the delivery of some on the ground support services has 

significantly been reduced.  

 

Update for 29/04/2021 

Next meeting of RAO and Street Drinking is scheduled for 22/04/2021. Community 

Reports continue to be low. However, it’s unclear what the impact of lockdown has 

been on street drinking levels and community observations. 

The relaxation of lockdown will provide better indication. The loss of ‘covid 

accommodation’ for some may also present challenges. 
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 Delivery of the 

partnership agreed 

action plan. 

Partnership agreement and 

commitment to deliver 

against the specific elements 

of the action. 
 

   The majority of this has been agreed, see above update, there remains some work ongoing 
associated to patrol capacity. 
 

 

 

Update for 28/01/2021 
 

Regular partnership meeting is now aligned with the Relevant Officers Authority Group meeting. 
These meetings are attended regularly by CGL, FDC teams (housing, Streetscene, licensing…..), 
Police and County Council. 
 

 

Development of a process to 

monitor and record 

input/output of partnership 

work. 

 
 

   Update for 31/10/2019  

 

Partnership meeting on the 12th September agreed ECINs would be the appropriate 

recording system to use. Round the table meeting were felt to be beneficial and some 

of those present raised the Cambridge City ‘street life’ meeting as an example whereby 

all partners would share knowledge and information to facilitate an effective and 

efficient response. 

The frequency of the meetings would not be ‘set in stone’ but decided by the group at 

the closing of the current meeting. The first formal group meeting would be in the first 

week of November. 

 

Update for 17/07/2020 

 

The initial street drinking action plan has been combined with an action developed 

solely for tackling licensing issues and especially those related to off sales premises in 

Wisbech. This element of work was a critical part of the action plan and combing both 

plans will improve efficiency and effectiveness. 

Another change to improve effectiveness and efficiency is to hold the meeting of the 

Relevant Officers Group and the street drinking in tandem. 

COVID19 has had an impact upon all partners’ capacity to focus on this issue. 

However, it has been noted there has been a reduction in alcohol related litter and the 

prominence of groups socially gathering. 

 

Update for 22/10/2020 

 

The first combined meeting of the RAO and street drinking group was held on the 18th 

August and the next is 13th October 2020. 

COVID is still having an impact upon the service delivery of some elements of the work 

due to social distancing. 

 

Educational leaflets have been circulated to partners for handing out to those who 

breach street drinking legislation. This is the first step of the agreed prevention, 

intervention, enforcement approach. This is monitored through ECINS. 

 

Update for 28/01/2021 

 

The combined RAO and street drinking action plan form the basis of a meeting agenda 

and outlines agreed participation. 

 

Combined Street 

Drinking Licensing AP Start 062020.doc
 

 

Update for 29/04/2021 

This will be discussed at the meeting on the 22/04/2021 and linked to the relaxation of 

lockdown and possible increase in community reports. 

 

Update for 21/10/2021  

CCTV have started to provide more detail in relation to their observation of street 

drinking. This includes detail of frequency of occurrence by time and by day. They have 

also started to provide more detail in relation to requesting police support. 

Community reporting to police and FDC remains very low. Police average 2 or 3 reports 
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monthly and FDC less. 

 

Update for January 2022 

Incidents of street drinking and associated ASB reported to authorities continues to be 

low and the downward trend from the peak of 2017/18 continues. 

There hasn’t been the sudden up turn of reports following the relaxation of social 

distancing. 

There has been partnership intervention to support a third party with issues relating to 

homelessness, unauthorised camp and associated nuisance. The intervention involved 

support and guidance relating to homelessness and substance use as well as 

enforcement.  

This work led to some displacement which has resulted in the closure of a FDC owned 

public space to ease the impact of nuisance on the community but to also facilitate the 

completion of required maintenance work.  

The offer of support and guidance continues to be offered to those who choose to 

‘sleep rough’ 

  

Priority 

 

Action 
 

Outcome 
 

 

Target Milestone Lead 
Officer 

Progress narrative / Risk 
 

RAG 
 

Loan Shark Illegal Money Lending is 

under reported across 

Fenland despite Fenland 

having some identified 

areas of deprivation. 

On behalf of the CSP, 

FDC will lead a 

collaborative funding bid 

seeking sufficient funds 

to deliver a Loan Shark 

Awareness Campaign. 

Bid submission date is 

31st August latest. 

 

Successful bid submitted on 

time 

 Bid 

submitted no 

later than 

Friday 28th 

August 2020 

Rosie 

Cooke 

Update for 22/10/2020 

 

A bid was submitted in advance of the deadline date. 

 

The bid was successful albeit not at the ambitious level of funding we’d requested. 

The CSP were awarded £6000 with a request to focus on community education and 

working with schools. 

 

 

 Engage with proposed 

delivery partners in advance 

of being aware of the funding 

bid outcome. 

  Rosie 

Cooke 

Update for 22/10/2020 

 

The outcome of the bid was quicker than expected and therefore once the outcome 

was known this aspect was put on hold as our proposed delivery programme was 

significantly trimmed. 

 

Update 29/04/2021 

The engagement with delivery partners continues. This includes Burrowmoor, Orchards 

and Ramnoth schools, Blackfield Creative, Rainbow Credit Union, police, taxi operators, 

Horsefair Centre and FDC cleansing team. 

 

Delivery of project to 

raise awareness 

amongst the wider 

Fenland community. 

 

To work with primary 

schools to raise 

awareness amongst 

pupils and parents. 

Development of a menu of 

suitable options to help 

promote ‘Loan Sharks’ across 

the Fenland Community. 

  Rosie 

Cooke 

Update for 28/01/2021 

 

• Media campaign to include social media and media releases to local press through 

FDC Comms Team. Linking with partnership (police, education, councils, IMLT) 

media teams and town/parish councils to support message delivery. 

• IMLT provided leaflets and literature 

• Community Wide Awareness Campaign 

• Schools project 

 

Update for 29/04/2021 

Working with IMLT the designs for vehicle stickers both internally and external have 

been agreed and printing is being arranged. 

The same images will be used for the wider comms campaign and also within areas of 

high footfall in hotspot locations of Wisbech. 
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In consultation with IMLT 

deliver the most appropriate 

and effective fenland wide 

awareness campaign. 

  Rosie 

Cooke 

Update for 28/01/2021 

 

In consultation with IMLT its been agreed the wider awareness campaign for Fenland 

can use IMLT approved messages displayed on/within Taxis and FDC refuse trucks. 

 

This is in addition to the more specific delivery in high areas of need through schools. 

 

Update for 29/04/2021 

See above item. All designs and campaign literature has been designed in consultation 

with IMLT and to their satisfaction. 

COVID and social distancing uncertainties does provide planning challenges. However, 

a community engagement session was delivered through You Tube with the ILMT on 

21/01/2021 with 70 plus views to date. 

 

Update for 21/10/2021 

There was positive feedback from partners but especially so the schools, Blackfield 

Creatives and the IMLT. Discussions are continuing with the IMLT as to how the CSP 

can build on the success of this project.  

 

 

 

Identification of and liaison 

with schools to facilitate 

delivery and desired learning 

outcomes 

  Rosie 

Cooke 

Update for 28/01/2021 

 

Wisbech is the most deprived area within Fenland followed by a ward in March. Using 

the highest percentage of School Pupil premium numbers, the following schools were 

identified as the most appropriate to work with for an awareness campaign. Orchards 

at Wisbech is in the most deprived ward, Ramnoth Rd at Wisbech and Burrowmoor Rd 

in March. 

 

Burrowmoor, Orchards and Ramnoth Road schools have agreed to participate, and we 

have dates confirmed for June/July 2021. Delivery will be either in person COVID 

allowing or virtual via the classroom smartboards. 

 

Update for 21/10/2021 

All schools remained in agreement to complete the Loan sharks project with the CSP 

and Blackfield creative despite the pandemic. 

 

In accordance with FDC’s and schools COVID H & S policies, the sessions in the schools 

were able to be delivered in person. 

 

Assemblies were held for Year 6 students at schools to help give young people the 

tools and knowledge they need to stay safe and make responsible financial decisions 

and understand the dangers of loan sharks. 

 

 

Identification of and liaison 

with an appropriate ‘arts-

based’ group and other 

partners to help deliver the 

school based project. 

  Rosie 

Cooke 

Update for 28/01/2021 

 

A Fenland arts-based group Blackfield Creative has been identified and approached to 

support the Loan Shark awareness raising project in schools. Work is underway to 

develop a delivery plan. 

 

Update for 29/04/2021 

Schools identified remain on board and dates have been agreed. The schoolwork will be 

delivered in partnership with IMLT, Police and Blackfield Creatives. Part of the 

agreement for Blackfield to deliver the sessions is they complete an IMLT training 

session which they have done. 

Further meeting with Blackfield and IMLT planned for 23/04/2021 

 

Update for 21/10/2021 
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Blackfield Creative 

Blackfield creative attended the IMLT training session in order to have an 

understanding of the project’s objectives and loan sharks. 

 

Planning meetings 

Further planning meetings were held with CSP and with schools before the creative 

workshops took place. The creative workshops were delivered by the CSP in 

partnership with Blackfield Creative in June 2021. These took place with YR6 in 

Burrowmoor, Orchards and Ramnoth schools. The school staff also engaged with the 

project and interacted in the sessions. 

 

Schools Design Competition  

The Loan shark awareness project concluded with a design competition for Yr 6 pupils.  

Entrants were tasked with designing a banner to warn of the dangers of loan sharks 

and raise awareness of the support that is available to victims through the Stop Loan 

Sharks Project.  

 

The three winners of the competition received a prize and will see their designs 

displayed as banners in locations across Fenland.   

 

Two runners up from each school were also received prizes in recognition of their hard 

work. All the designs from the competition are being showcased this summer as part of 

a touring display in Fenland’s libraries.  

 

The Community Safety Partnership would like to say a big thank you to all our partners 

who have worked alongside us to deliver this project and make it a success in raising 

awareness of Loan Sharks and how to report and seek support 

 

 

In the right column is a copy of the CSP newsletter which provides a summary of the Op Gripped project.  

Edition 8 - August 

Newsletter 2021.doc
 

 

Loan Shark Cont.   

Develop a project in 

partnership with the 

Illegal Money Lending 

Team which will build 

upon the success of the 

initial project 

What project is chosen as 

most appropriate 

  Rosie 

Cooke 

December 2021  

In discussion with IMLT the options available were to complete another project the 

same as already completed. Or commence a new project in partnership with a credit 

union and the same schools to encourage saving. 

This was discussed at the October meeting of the CSP and its been decided to progress 

the latter option. 

 

Consultation with IMLT    Rosie 

Cooke 

  

Selection of Credit Union to 

partner with 

  Rosie 

Cooke 

December 2021  

The IMLT can assist with the introduction of a suitable Credit Union. Additionally, our 

largest housing provider, Clarion, are suspected to have a partnership with a Credit 

Union and this option will also be explored. 

 

Clarion Futures partner with Leeds Credit Union. 

 

 

 

 

      

      

Priority 

 

Action 
 

Outcome 
 

 

Target Milestone Lead 
Officer 

Progress narrative / Risk 
 

RAG 
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Cybercrime & 

Scams 

Delivery of COVID 

secure community 

crime & ASB 

prevention/awareness 

events to replace the 

engagement events 

which were held in the 

community   

Delivery of filmed session 

which involves relevant 

partners and can be widely 

circulated amongst the 

Fenland Community. 

 Publication 

of the 

finished 

article which 

is accessible 

to the 

community 

and provides 

the 

opportunity 

for other 

partners to 

share wider. 

Rosie 

Cooke 

Update for 22/10/2020 

 

The session was recorded on 3rd September with the help of Cambs Police and CAPASP 

and was published on 7th September. It is available to view on the Fenland Council You 

Tube Channel and the links available on the CSP webpage of the FDC website. In one 

month, it’s had 130+ views. 

 

The above session went so well the police lead requested the opportunity to do a 

similar session for students going to Uni or college. This has been completed and to 

date had 40 views. 

 

Both sessions will be subject of periodic promotion through our social media channels. 

 

Cyber Crime & Scams Training 

On the 27th October 2020, The CSP coordinated a Cyber Crime & Scams Training online 

training event in partnership with Cambridgeshire and Peterborough Against Scams 

Partnership and Cambridgeshire police. This was attended by 33 frontline professionals 

and shared links to further reporting and support. 

 

 

Deliver work force 

development session for 

Fenland front line 

professionals 

Raise awareness amongst 

those who work with or 

volunteer with the community 

and those considered more 

vulnerable to 

scams/cybercrime. 

Develop knowledge to assist 

prevention and reporting 

through knowledge of the 

latest scams and prevention 

measures.  

May 2021 Agreement 

of partners. 

 

Date of 

session 

 

Invites 

 

Event 

Rosie 

Cooke 

Update for 29/04/2021 

In partnership with Cambs Police and CAPASP a work force development session is 

scheduled for 13/05/2021. To date 40 people have registered an interest. 

 

Update July 2021  

On 13/05/2021 the CSP delivered a Scams and Cybercrime workforce development 

session via MS Teams. Charlotte Homent from Cambridgeshire and Peterborough 

Against Scams Partnership (CAPASP) and Nigel Sutton, Fraud and Cyber Security 

Advisor from Cambridgeshire Constabulary were the speakers.  

It was attended by 40 front line professionals including staff from third sector 

organisations. The training provided information and advice on current scams and 

cybercrime methods being used by criminals, advice on how to avoid becoming a 

victim, information on reporting and supporting potential victims.  

 

 

Priority 

 

Action 
 

Outcome 
 

 

Target Milestone Lead 
Officer 

Progress narrative / Risk 
 

RAG 
 

Community 

Volunteering 

To develop a web page 

on which community 

volunteer groups within 

Fenland can be listed 

and categorised. 

To be considered a 

‘one-stop shop’ for 

those interested in 

volunteering.  

A page which can provide 

group details and their 

contact details to facilitate 

and encourage community 

volunteers. 

April 2021 CSP 

meeting 

 Rosie 

Cooke 

Update for 28/01/2021 

 

New CSP Volunteering Webpage 

Development is underway compiling a directory of organisations that offer volunteering 

opportunities in the Fenland area. This will be accessible via a new CSP page on 

Fenland District Council. The categories likely to include: 

 

• Community Safety 

• Community Support 

• Community organisations 

• Children & Youth 

• Environmental 

• Historical Interest 

• Road Safety 

 

Update for 29/04/2021 

To deliver a single point of viewing for the majority of volunteering opportunities 

support has been obtained from Kerry Tonks, Carl Suckling, T&P Councils, and other 

County/District Council teams. 

Most volunteering groups have been identified and grouped into areas of interest. This 

list will be updated regularly as groups/opportunities become known 

Agreement obtained with FDC comms for their website to host the page. 

Intention is to have the page available for public viewing by the end of May 2021 in 

advance of the proposed removal of all lockdown restrictions. 
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Update for 21/10/2021 

 

The FDC volunteering page has now gone live on the main FDC website. With support 

from partners feedback the page has been designed to be easy to read and understand 

and is now easily found in each search criteria on the FDC website. 

 

The volunteering page has 34 volunteering opportunities with established organisations 

in Fenland, listed under the following categories: 

 

Children & Youth, Community Organisations, Community Safety, Community Support, 

Community Transport, Environmental, Historical Interest and Road Safety. 

 

Seeking opportunities 

for ex-offenders being 

released from custody 

to volunteer 

Ex-offenders working within 

voluntary organisations 

across Fenland  

  Rosie 

Cooke 

Update for 28/01/2021 

 

When the full list of volunteering organisations has been developed and placed into 

appropriate categories, each organisation will be approached and asked if they would 

be prepared to accept ex-offender volunteers and these groups will then be passed to 

appropriate partners such as probation. 

 

Update for 29/04/2021 

Currently one volunteering group has indicated a willingness to work with ex-offenders. 

However, they do have restrictions on those who have been sentenced for certain high 

risk offences. 

 

Update for 21/10/2021 

Cambs Community Reuse & Recycling Network (CCORRN) have agreed to work with 

ex-offenders within their projects and this will be shared with probation to allow them 

to communicate directly with each other.  

 

 

Transition to Place Based System Leader CSP – County Delivery Board  

Priority Action Outcome Target Date Milestone Lead 
Offcier 

Progress Narrative / Risk RAG 

Understand Develop communication 

links with County 

Delivery Boards. 

FCSP will understand and be 

able to articulate the nature 

of the issues specific to 

Fenland through 

communication with the 

respective delivery boards.  

   Update for 18/07/2019 

• Partnership Officer has emailed all chairs of the 9 Countywide Delivery Boards 

to introduce the partnership to the respective board and to commence 

communication regarding the process of identifying and understanding Fenland 

specific issues and how the CSP can support preventative activity. 

• There is a scheduled CSP Officers meeting on 25/06/2019 being chaired by Rob 

Hill which will outline the proposals for working with the individual delivery 

boards. 

• Following the meeting on the 25/06/2019 there is still no indication of how the 

CSP is to communicate/link with the respective county delivery groups to ensure 

the CSP can deliver the appropriate priority preventative pathways.  

• The CSP has invited representatives from both Substance Abuse and Modern-

Day Slavery Delivery Groups to attend the October meeting and give a short 

presentation providing an insight to the issues local to Fenland and where the 

CSP can help preventative activity. 

 

Update 31/10/2019 

 

• Members from 2 of the Delivery Boards have been invited to attend the meeting 

on the 31st October. Substance Abuse and Modern-Day Slavery rep’s have 

agreed to attend. 

If this approach is considered appropriate does the Partnership have any 

recommendations for the January meeting? 

 

Update 30/01/2020 

• Invited to the January meeting are representatives of Child Criminal Exploitation 

and Prevent. Both Delivery Groups have agreed to send a representative.  

 

Update 30/04/2020 

• Invites to the April meeting have been sent to CCJB Offending Group and Road 
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Safety. 

 

Update 17/07/2020 

• Following the cancellation of the April meeting the Road Safety Partnership have 

been invited to the July meeting and CCJB to the October meeting. 

 

Update 22/10/2020 

• The Road Safety partnership presented at the July meeting, the CCJB and DASV 

groups are on the agenda for the October meeting. 

 

Update for 28/01/2021 

• Representatives from the CCJB and DASV delivery boards presented at the 

October 2020 meeting. The new Road Safety Partnership manager has agreed 

to attend the April 2021 meeting. 

 

Update for 21/10/2021 

• April meeting, we had updates from The Road safety partnership, Mental health 

Delivery Board and about the Transforming Lives Project.  

• July meeting, updates from Diverse Communities Forum and Cambridgeshire 

skills. 

 

 

 

Plan  FCSP having determined the 

Fenland priority issues and 

understanding the impact 

those issues have across 

Fenland will support/co-

ordinate a place based 

preventative response. 

   Update  

 

Following presentations by representatives of both the Substance Abuse and OCG 

Delivery Boards there were some tasks which the CSP could assist with. 

• OCG Board –  

o Attendance at partnership continued development day at police HQ 

o Awareness of OCG profile document and how it relates to Fenland when 

published in early 2020 

 

• Substance Abuse –  

o Coordinate –a frontline professional’s awareness event to help – 

Reducing Drug Related Deaths (DRD) in Fenland. To ensure that front 

line workers receive drug awareness training and have the relevant skills 

and confidence to discuss harm reduction techniques with users.  (see 

above actions under Safer & Stronger Communities) 

 

• Child Criminal Exploitation 

o Representative of the delivery group attended the January meeting and 

provided an update on the development of the delivery plan and how 

FCSP could support its delivery. 

• PREVENT 

o Insp Jamie Rice completed a presentation on the delivery of prevent 

across the county. The PREVENT board will approach the CSP when there 

are bespoke actions the CSP can support. 

• Road Safety Partnership 

o CSP have given a commitment to support workshops being devised to 

help develop the new model delivery plan. 

o Request has been that there is consultation with elected members in 

respect of the delivery plan development. FCSP have proposed the O&S 

Committee are consulted as they have raised Road Safety at the last 4 

O&S scrutiny panel meetings. 
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• CCJB 

o No request for support from this board. 

• DASV 

o Continued partnership working to support delivery of the DASV action 

plan which will include awareness raising and workforce development. 

• Mental Health 

o Work Force Developments being arranged. 

o Road Safety and DCF will approach the CSP when it is felt we can 

support their delivery. 

•  

 

        

Do  FCSP will support/co-ordinate 

the implementation of an 

action plan to deliver the 

preventative work required 

across Fenland in partnership 

with appropriate partners and 

stakeholders 

   Update  

 

• OCG Board 

o FCSP officer has attended the staff development day organised by 

Cambridgeshire Constabulary in relation to Organised Crime 

 

• Substance Abuse –  

o Coordinate –a frontline professional’s awareness event to help - 

Reducing Drug Related Deaths (DRD) in Fenland. To ensure that front 

line workers receive drug awareness training and have the relevant skills 

and confidence to discuss harm reduction techniques with users.  (see 

above actions under Safer & Stronger Communities) 

o This session was delivered on 30th September by Change Grow Live on 

behalf of CCC. Delivered by Joe Keegan, Bex Poyser and Tony Firth 

 

• Child Criminal Exploitation 

o CSP representative now attends the Exploitation Strategic Group 

meeting. The group delivery plan identified where the CSP can assist the 

delivery of the plan.  

 

• Road Safety Partnership 

o Participation in a workshop event focused on one of the five delivery 

strands of the new action plan ‘people’ 

o Invite new partnership manager to O&S panel meeting in February 2021 

• Mental Health 

o Work Force Development sessions being arranged. 

 

 

 

        

Review  FCSP will review their activity 

and consult the appropriate 

delivery board and 

stakeholders to determine the 

positive and negative aspects 

of activity. 

   Update  

 

Of the 9 Delivery Boards, 8 have attended and presented to the CSP with 5 of the 8 

requesting support from the CSP. They were the delivery boards for OCG, Substance 

Abuse, CCE, Road Safety and Mental Health 

 

        

 

Priority Action Outcome Target Date Milestone Lead 

Offcier 

Progress Narrative / Risk RAG 
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Domestic Homicide Reviews 

DHR URN Town Author Status Action Plan Progress Narrative / Risk RAG 

FCSP DHR 1–2018 

 

Wisbech RJW Associates Published 

DHR AS - FCSP Live 

Action Plan FCSP DHR 1 - 2018.docx

 

Update October 2021 

 

Notification January 2019 – FCSP managed. 

During the development of the Overview Report and subsequent submissions to the Home Office the 

action plan has had several versions which reflects the changes that were made to the Overview 

Report. 

 

The review was published in line with Home Office requirements in September 2021  

 

Update January 2022 

The action plan has been shared with the panel and the DASV Partnership. Its agreed the plan has 

been sufficiently completed. 

 

 

FCSP DHR 1–2020 

Home Office 

Reference Number 

20201124/1 

 

March  RJW Associates Initial 

Submission to 

Home Office Action Plan RW  

HO-URN 202011241.docx

 

Update October 2021 

Notification November 2020 – FCSP managed. 

First submission to Home Office was on 3rd September 2021 

 

Update December 2021 

Action plan is as complete as can be at this current time. Need to review in January 2022 to consider 

evaluation actions and how to complete. 

 

Update January 2022 

No feedback from Home Office yet. There is a lengthy backlog with the HO. The action plan has been 

completed as best it can at the this stage.  

 

 

 

FCSP DHR 1-2021 

Home Office 

Reference Number 

20210517/0 

March (NE) RJW Associates IMR N/A Update October 2021 

Notification May 2021 – DASV managed. 

Difficulty in finding an available author. First author who accepted the work felt it appropriate to 

disengage following first partners meeting. Direct approach made to RJW associates to become the 

author.  

IMR work being completed and next panel meeting in early December 2021. 

 

Update December 2021 

2nd panel meeting held in December 2021 with a new author, RJW Associates. Next panel meeting 

scheduled for February 2022. 

 

Update January 2022 

The first draft version of the report should be available for the February meeting. 

  

 

FCSP DHR 2-2021 

Home Office 

Reference Number 

20210517/1 

March (WC) Robin Jarman from Sancus 

Solutions 

IMR N/A Update October 2021 

Notification May 2021 – DASV managed. 

Difficulty in finding an available author. First author who accepted the work and had made good 

progress towards the first panel meeting had to stand down due to illness. Sancus Solutions have 

now taken on the role of Chair/Author. 

 

Update December 2021 

First meeting with new author held in October and review placed on hold as criminal investigation 

remains live. 

 

 

 

 

       

        

 

Glossary 
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ABCs Acceptable Behaviour Contract 

Acquisitive Crime Theft from dwellings, vehicles, non dwellings, commercial inc shop lifting 

ASB Anti-Social Behaviour 

CAA Community Action Area – Location that requires a partnership focus to reduce incidents and improve public confidence 

CAF Common Assessment Framework 

CASUS Cambridgeshire Child and Adolescent Substance Use Service 

CCTV Closed Circuit Television 

Crime Calendar Analytical work from 5 years of data produced seasonal crime trends 

CSP Community Safety Partnership 

CYPS Children & Young People Service 

DA & HR Domestic abuse & Healthy relationships 

E-CINS Empowering-Communities Inclusion & Neighbourhood-management System (E-CINS) 

FDC Fenland District Council 

‘Get Closer’ campaign Police campaign to place the service in the public eye including awareness, targeted and partnership media  

‘Hidden Groups’ Hard to reach groups or difficult to identify or engage 

IDVA Independent Domestic Abuse Advocate 

IOM Integrated Offender Management  

LAC Looked After Children 

LARM Locality Allocation and Referral Meetings 

LCG Local Commissioning Groups 

MASH Multi Agency Safeguarding Hub 

Mosaic Data Mosaic is a classification system that gives you access to a vast range of demographic data 

NCCZs  No Cold Callers’ Zone  
NHS National Health Service 

NHW Neighbourhood Watch 

NTE Night Time Economy 

Op Titan Police operation monitoring and enforcing licensing conditions in pub cluster areas 

PRP (HMO) Private Rented Property (House in Multi Occupation)  

P&CC Office of the Police & Crime Commissioner  

PSG ASB Problem Solving Group 

PSHE Personal, social, health and economic education 

PST Local Police Problem Solving Team 

RAO Group Partnership group for licensing monitoring and appropriate action around identified breaches 

RONI Risk Of NEET Indicator 

SIRCS Secure Incident Reporting and Empowering Communities System. 

TLS Traffic Light Model System 

UKBA United Kingdom Border Agency / UK Immigration services  



Appendix  

 

 

 

 

 

CCTV shared services statistics 

January – December 2021 

CCTV service performance overview 

 

Number of incidents picked up by CCTV and associated arrests & fines 2021 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Total  

2020 

(Jan – Dec) 

Total  

2021 

(Jan – Dec) 

Variance 

Incidents 1,137 1,268 +137 incidents 

Enforcement Outcomes – arrests, fines 
and warnings  

83 101 +18 outcomes 

Camera Patrols 6,501 4,919 -1,582 patrols 

Service delivery provided 100% 100% - 

No. of Cameras (Public Space) 77 83 +6 

 Chatteris March Whittlesey Wisbech Total 

Incidents 93 186 44 945 1,268 

Arrests and fines (CCTV 
led) 

1 20 5 75 101 

No. of cameras / % of 
overall 

15 (18%) 14 (17%) 6 (7%) 43 (52%) 82 (+4 Doddington) 
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